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EXPERIENCE and EXPERTISE combine to provide the complete solution from AMARAL AUTOMATION.
OUR PHILOSOPHY
You’re not a customer, you’re a partner
Amaral Automation partners with you and your team to help you reach your goals. We value long-term relationships with our clients
and will work closely with you to ensure that you have the right technology and resources you need to be successful.

OUR COMMITMENT
Customer satisfaction is the number one priority for Amaral Automation.
We are dedicated to providing outstanding customer service, listening to our customers and being reachable at all times. This has
enabled us to build long-lasting relationships with our clients and partners.
We emphasize personal service, communication, coordination, planning, and a team approach to problem solving. We work together
to guarantee customer satisfaction. We believe in delivering the highest quality of work to our projects and the successful completion
of each project.
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For more than 60 years, DAVIS-STANDARD has been at the forefront of wire and cable extrusion in
the building and construction, automotive, power cable and communication wire industries.
ZUMBACH ELECTRONICS is a world-leading manufacturer of in-line measuring systems for
industrial applications.
SUBEC is a design and engineering company. Their main focus is serving the world-wide wire, cable,
hose, and plastic industries with equipment, machines and custom made solutions.
B&H TOOL COMPANY is a world Leader in plastic extrusion tooling design

CLINTON are specialists in high-voltage, quality control equipment for Wire and Cable, Plastics, and
Medical Industries.
RS POWDERTECH manufactures electrostatic and pneumatic powdering machines for dust-free and
finely dosed powdering of cables, wires, hoses, profiles and belts.
MAAG is a leading manufacturer of gear pumps and filtration systems for the polymer, chemical,
petrochemical, pharmaceutical and food industries worldwide.
WTM produces customized cable taping machines, single-twist stranding lines, systems for cable
heat treatments, and vision systems for quality control for almost 30 years. High-quality made in Italy.
ACCURATE THERMAL SYSTEMS manufactures fluidized temperature baths, dry block temperature
calibrators, liquid temperature baths, ovens, incubators, furnaces, and more.
GNEUSS was the first company in the world to introduce a mercury-free melt pressure transducer
and a melt temperature sensor with a ceramically-insulated tip.
TAPEFORMERS Ltd is based in the Midlands (UK), in a factory specifically designed for the
manufacture of TapeFormers.
ANGLE SYSTEMS pecializes in Metrology, Inspection and Automation system solutions within the
wire and cable, semiconductor and bottling industries.
EUROTHERM is a supplier of machine automation products, applications, systems and services for
customers in specialist industries.
TAYMER INTERNATIONAL is a world leading manufacturer of equipment for the wire & cable, pipe,
and tubing industries to include optical quality inspection systems, highly accurate length
measurement machines, and cable printers.
AESA Cortaillod, a cable quality metrology company from Switzerland, offers solutions to improve the
electrical characteristics and the overall quality of cables, and to optimise the raw material
consumption and processing time.

WE’VE WORKED WITH A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE. HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

